
OCN Test Practice Questions and Review for
the ONCC Oncology Certified Nurse

The Oncology Certified Nurse (OCN) credential is a highly respected
certification that demonstrates expertise in oncology nursing. To earn the
OCN, nurses must pass a challenging exam that covers a wide range of
oncology topics.

To help you prepare for the OCN exam, we have developed this
comprehensive practice question and review guide. This guide includes:

Over 200 practice questions that cover all of the key concepts tested
on the OCN exam

Detailed answer explanations for each practice question

A comprehensive review of the oncology nursing content areas
covered on the OCN exam

The OCN exam covers the following content areas:
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Cancer Management (25%)

Etiology, epidemiology, and pathophysiology of cancer

Principles of cancer treatment

Side effects of cancer treatment

Supportive care for cancer patients

Oncology Nursing Practice (25%)

Nursing assessment of cancer patients

Nursing care planning for cancer patients

Nursing interventions for cancer patients

Evaluation of nursing care for cancer patients

Research and Evidence-Based Practice (15%)

Principles of research in oncology nursing

Critically evaluating oncology nursing research

Applying research to oncology nursing practice

Professionalism and Ethics (15%)

Ethical issues in oncology nursing

Legal issues in oncology nursing

Cultural competence in oncology nursing
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Communication and Education (10%)

Communicating with cancer patients and their families

Educating cancer patients and their families

Advocating for cancer patients and their families

Now that you have a general understanding of the content areas covered
on the OCN exam, let's take a look at some practice questions.

Question 1:

Which of the following is NOT a risk factor for developing cancer?

Smoking

Obesity

Physical activity

Ultraviolet radiation

Answer: Physical activity

Explanation: Physical activity is not a risk factor for developing cancer. In
fact, physical activity can actually reduce the risk of developing some types
of cancer, such as colon cancer and breast cancer.

Question 2:

Which of the following is a common side effect of radiation therapy?

Fatigue



Nausea

Diarrhea

Hair loss

Answer: All of the above

Explanation: Fatigue, nausea, diarrhea, and hair loss are all common side
effects of radiation therapy. These side effects can vary in severity
depending on the dose of radiation and the area of the body being treated.

Question 3:

Which of the following nursing interventions is appropriate for a patient who
is experiencing pain related to cancer?

Administering pain medication as prescribed

Providing comfort measures such as massage and heat therapy

Educating the patient about pain management techniques

All of the above

Answer: All of the above

Explanation: All of the listed nursing interventions are appropriate for a
patient who is experiencing pain related to cancer. Pain management is a
complex issue that requires a multidisciplinary approach. Nurses play an
important role in assessing pain, providing comfort measures, and
educating patients about pain management techniques.



In addition to practice questions, it is also important to review the key
concepts covered on the OCN exam. Here are some review questions to
help you get started:

What are the different types of cancer?

What are the different stages of cancer?

What are the different treatment options for cancer?

What are the side effects of cancer treatment?

What are the supportive care needs of cancer patients?

What are the ethical issues in oncology nursing?

What are the cultural competence issues in oncology nursing?

The OCN exam is a challenging exam, but it is also a very rewarding one.
By using our practice questions and review guide, you can increase your
chances of passing the exam and earning your OCN credential.

Remember, the key to success on the OCN exam is to be well-prepared.
Start studying early and use a variety of resources to help you learn the
material. With hard work and dedication, you can achieve your goal of
becoming an OCN.

Best of luck!
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